Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EnFairday says:
::In the remains of his garden awaiting the Cadets with his new supply of crops::

FCO_Jane says:
::back on shift after being declared fit for duty ... headache remains .... at helm::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::sitting in office waiting for the cadets to come on board::::

CEO_Reed says:
::in engineering, checking repairs::

CSLLongly says:
:::going over files of Scim crew:::

Cpt_McD says:
::sits in The Chair, rubbing head:: Oh...That's a nice 4-alarm headache.

FCO_Jane says:
::glances around the bridge .... repairs seem to be a bit makeshift ... but there you go::

CSLLongly says:
::decides to go to the bridge to see how Jane is doing::

CSLLongly ::enters tl and exits on bridge:: (TurboLift.wav)

FCO_Jane says:
::adjusts chair ... that XO had a different sized back when he took over last shift .... shifts herself to be comfortable::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: How's the headache?

EnFairday says:
::Checking the plants and vegetables that did survive the attack::

FCO_Jane says:
::looks over at the CO ..... apparently she is not the only one suffering:: Longly:: I can cope thanks

Cpt_McD says:
Ms. Jane, I do grumble at the fact that these repairs are a little quickly done, but are we ready to leave?

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Good to hear it Jane.  I still have a little headache myself

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I am sorry Sir ... but no-one has briefed me so getting a course laid in is difficult ::grins::

EnFairday says:
::Quickly makes sure that the Academy recieved the communique he sent about each Cadet being required to bring a vegetable or fruit plant aboard::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I understood we were here for a while yet

CSLLongly says:
:::takes her chair on the bridge::

Cpt_McD says:
Yes, unfortunately. Set a course for Earth.

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: And how is Corky? ..... he seemed a little frightened last time I saw him

EnFairday says:
::Smiles when he sees that it was recieved and the Cadets were informed::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Aye .... getting updated trajectories now Sir

Cpt_McD says:
He's okay. Got a broken leg and some singed fur. More scared than anything. He's sleeping in the Ready Room right now.

FCO_Jane says:
::bends to the task ... waiting for orders or anything and wishing her head was not still aching::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I am sure he will be ok ....

CMOCorday says:
::in SB, running a new research project on prior replication in post ganlionic cell fibres::

CEO_Reed says:
::wonders what the crew did to the ship to cause such problems:: Williams:  Hand me those isolinear optical chips over there.

CSLLongly says:
CO: How are you feeling now that you have had some rest?

CEO_Reed says:
<Williams> Here you go, sir.

EnFairday says:
Self: At least one good thing will come out of this "Field Trip", New crops...

Cpt_McD says:
Well Ms. Jane... ::holds head, throbbing still:: Warp 7...

Cpt_McD says:
::wheels around:: Other than one hell of a headache Daria, and two pots of coffee, I'm fine. :)

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Captain .... I have the course laid in .... but I am not sure the ship will handle Warp 7 .... will check with engineering

CSLLongly says:
Capt: Are you feeling up to your usual self yet?

FCO_Jane says:
*CEO* Can we make Warp 7 ..... on our way to Earth?

Cpt_McD says:
Definitely. I've had worse headaches before, especially when I'd get an electrplasma burn on the Geneva.

FCO_Jane says:
::readies the ship for Warp 7 assuming the warp core will handle it::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: ::::smiles::: Sir I think you will do

EnFairday says:
::Satisfied that the Garden is ready for the new crops he heads for the Bridge::

CEO_Reed says:
*FCO* I can give you warp 6.7, maybe 6.8....but not 7 just yet.

FCO_Jane says:
*CEO* Thanks ... I am ready to engage on the CO's orders ... 6.8 will do fine

Cpt_McD says:
::grumbles at that comm, but again realizes that he's in the big seat now, and not downstairs::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Ready on your word Sir ... Warp 6.8 is max I am afraid

EnFairday says:
::Exits onto the Bridge and takes post, being careful not to bang his slinged arm on anything::

CSLLongly says:
:::thinks to herself..the Captain will love that last comm.  6.8 Hah!::

Cpt_McD says:
Good enough. Means more time for me to prepare for the onslaught of cadets...

Cpt_McD says:
Engage.

CMOCorday says:
*CEO* This is corday, ensign, please could you report to SB when you have a free moment, i'd like to go over your medical files and physical if i may

CEO_Reed says:
::rerouting power from non-essential systems to warp core::

CEO_Reed says:
*CMO*  I'll be right there.

FCO_Jane says:
::engages and the good ship Scimitar flees from the scene of battle on its way to earth at Warp 6.9:: CO:: on our way Sir

CMOCorday says:
*CEO* theres no rush - but by all means, come now

CSLLongly says:
:::all right on our way back to Earth for a bit::

Cpt_McD says:
Mr. Fairday, no doubt you'll be most recognized by some underclassmen. Would you like to lead the tour?

FCO_Jane says:
*CEO* Warp 6.9 seems to be working ... well done

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE USS SCIMITAR SPEEDS AWAY FROM THE STARBASE TOWARDS EARTH.  STREAKY STARS ARE SEEN ON THE VIEW SCREEN

EnFairday says:
CO: Sir, I didn't attend the Academy on Earth.

FCO_Jane says:
::concentrates on the helm instrumentation ... aware of the pretty things going on outside::

CEO_Reed says:
::gives instruments to Williams, and walks to nearby TL::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I would like to attend the tour with Ens. Fairday if possible

CEO_Reed says:
Computer:  Sickbay.

Cpt_McD says:
Really now? Where'd you graduate from then?

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: ETA to earth 13 minutes Sir

CEO_Reed ::arrives in sickbay:: (Door Open & Close.wav)

EnFairday says:
CO: The Academy on BetaZed.

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I see an incoming automated shuttle distress signal...class M planet , 2.4 light years away

Cpt_McD says:
Aggg... ::grumbles at that:: Whatever happened to direct flights to a destination??? Jane, intercept course, you know the rest...

CEO_Reed says:
CMO:  You asked to see me?

CMOCorday says:
::stands up from behind desk, walks over to the CEO, and extends a hand, smiling::   CEO: Welcome to SB Mr Reed

FCO_Jane says:
::checks the conn ....:: Longly:: Where ... I do not track it?

CEO_Reed says:
::shakes hand::

EnFairday says:
::Brings on the scanners::

FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: Can you put it on audio? ....

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I can't cut through the interference....the signal is distorted so I have no way of knowing the origin of the ship

CMOCorday says:
CEO: please have a seat

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Aye sir

CMOCorday says:
::sits down::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: You wish us to divert?

CSLLongly :::puts signal on audio:: (Console2.wav)

Signal says:
Th** ** the SHuttle FoxTrot **::garbled transmission** requesting assistance::more garbled transmission::

Signal says:
Th** ** the SHuttle FoxTrot **::garbled transmission** requesting assistance::more garbled transmission::

FCO_Jane says:
::tries to amplify the signal while waiting on the Co's decision::

EnFairday says:
::Checks Database for the Shuttle FoxTrot::

CMOCorday says:
CEO: According to this you hav'nt had a physical since entering the acadamy?

Signal says:
Th** ** the SHuttle FoxTrot **::garbled transmission** requesting assistance::more garbled transmission::

CMOCorday says:
CEO: You do understand protocol requires them annually?

Signal says:
Th** ** the SHuttle FoxTrot **::garbled transmission** requesting assistance::more garbled transmission::

FCO_Jane says:
All on bridge:: Can anyone get a directional fix on that? my console is not fully repaired

CEO_Reed says:
::thinking back::  CMO: No, I guess I haven't.

Signal says:
Th** ** the SHuttle FoxTrot **::garbled transmission** requesting assistance::more garbled transmission::

Cpt_McD says:
Hmm...

EnFairday says:
::Tries to get a directional fix::  Negative on my console as well... it seems the Nav sensors are malfunctioning.

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Sir .... assuming we can track it .... you wish us to divert? ::prepares for full stop::

Cpt_McD says:
computer, audio carrier extrapolation. Is that a Starfleet encoded signal?

FCO_Jane says:
<Computer> It is

CMOCorday says:
CEO: well, i'll be having words with the cheif of the acadamy medical dept. and we need to get a physical done on you ASAP.  All of your other medical files have been transferred, and are in order.

FCO_Jane says:
::wonders why the computer does not amplify::

Cpt_McD says:
::grumbles at that:: Well Jane, it's Starfleet. I know you wanted to show the Cadets around, but oh well. Divert to intercept course. Just follow the signal strength.

CMOCorday says:
CEO: are you able to have the physical now - or shall we shedual it for some other time!

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Aye Sir .... and I understand that we have a little more speed now ... if only I could establish which direction!!!!

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Sir they have lost most of their power

EnFairday says:
CO: The Shuttle Foxtrot is Starfleet.  Type Six Craft, originated from Rigel IV, its filed flight plan says it was headed to Earth.

FCO_Jane says:
Fairday:: Can you assist me with directions?   My console is not at its best

CMOCorday says:
CEO: Ensign are you listening to me?

CEO_Reed says:
CMO:  I suppose Williams can handle engineering long enough for me to get this over with.  Health and saftey come first, after all.

Cpt_McD says:
Fairday: Great, we

EnFairday says:
Jane: I'm tying in the lateral sensors to the Navigational array... that should give us a better idea of the direction.

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I would love to plot an intercept course ... trouble is where are they?

Cpt_McD says:
Fairday: We'll pick it up, tractor it in, and continue on.

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Am I correct? Their main power is down?

CMOCorday says:
CEO: excellent, if you'd like to take a seat on a bio-bed!

EnFairday says:
Longly: I have no idea... I haven't been able to scan them yet.

FCO_Jane says:
::wonders what the CO is thinking about ... if we can't find it how the devil can it be tractored ... but stays stumm::

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: I see...well keep trying please

EnFairday says:
Jane: I have a sketchy heading... Bearing 233, Mark 12

CEO_Reed says:
::sits on bio-bed!::

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Can you lock onto the beacon?

FCO_Jane says:
::lays in a course:: Fairday:: Thanks ... I will slow a little .....

EnFairday says:
Jane: It seems to be on a planet, Class M... approx distance 2.5  light years.

CMOCorday says:
::walks over to bio-bed, and picks up the visual acuity instrument::

CMOCorday says:
CEO: just look streight ahead ensign

FCO_Jane says:
::takes off towards the sketchy co-ordinates given to her by the Science Officer::

EnFairday says:
Longly: Not just yet.. just the signal.  There is a little bit of interference.

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Thanks ...keep trying

CEO_Reed says:
::looking straight ahead::

CMOCorday says:
:::activates instrument, and continues throughout the entire physical in a standard, methodical pattern until its over::

EnFairday says:
CO: Uh-oh, sir the planet where the shuttle is downed, is home to a Pre-Industrial Civilization.

FCO_Jane says:
::a signal starts to show itself on the helm console ..... could be?  maybe ....?   think so ...? ::Lt Jane points the Scimitar thataway at optimum speed in hopes::

CSLLongly says:
:::hears Fairday, very interesting::

Cpt_McD says:
*COM Whoever* Shuttle Foxtrot, this.. ::cuts off the transmission in mid-talk:: Fairday: What?

FCO_Jane says:
Fairday:: I have it now ...

Someone @::See a flashing red button, touch it:: (Hailing.wav)

EnFairday says:
CO: Pre-Industrial Civ

Someone says:
@COM:SCIMITAR: Hello.. Mommy ?????

Orion says:
@Someone:ELI! DON"T TOUCH THAT BUTTON!

Someone says:
@Orion: Why I..

CSLLongly says:
:::hears the strange comm:::

Orion says:
@::walks over and punches someone in the arm and shuts off the comm::

FCO_Jane says:
::puzzled by strange comms signals::

Cpt_McD says:
::slams head in frustration on the back of his seat, hears the comm, and then wheels around with a twisted face at Longly::

CMOCorday says:
::begins the hearing test procedures - starts with high volume::

CEO_Reed says:
OUCH!

Orion says:
@Elint:I told you not to touch anything!

FCO_Jane says:
All on bridge:: Did you hear that? sounded like a child to me?

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Sir what can I help you with?

CMOCorday says:
::stops test::  CEO: what?

CEO_Reed says:
CMO:  Please turn the volume down.

CSLLongly says:
:::sees the Cpt looking at her with THAT look:::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Yes Jane I heard it too

CMOCorday says:
CEO: you 'have' got sensative hearing hav'nt you, ok we'll start at 50% volume!

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: could it be crossed signals?

FCO_Jane says:
::concentrates on the course plot while waiting for comments::

Cpt_McD says:
Excuse my stupidity Counselor, but didn't that sound like a kid fiddling with a home transceiver?

EnFairday says:
Longly: Crossed signals from where?

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  Yes sir it did

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: That's the problem I dont know.  From the stranded Shuttle and somewhere else

FCO_Jane says:
::readies the Scimitar to come out of warp ..:: CO:: ETA to where Fairday said in about 1.5 minutes

CEO_Reed says:
CMO: Yes, my hearing has always been more sensitive than most other people.

CSLLongly says:
Fairday:  maybe...

CMOCorday says:
CEO: interesting.

Cpt_McD says:
<Corky> ::comes hobbling out, broken leg mended but still hurting, and jumps up into the skipper's lap::

EnFairday says:
Longly: Its a Pre-Industrial Civilization... no other possible signals around.

FCO_Jane says:
All:: Coming out of warp ....... now ...

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Maybe so but we all heard them

Elint says:
@:: Watch as Orion move away, Is curious to know what will happen if he push the red Button again.. ::

EnFairday says:
::Cross-checks the bandwidth with standard Federation Technology::

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Unless there is a child on that shuttle

Elint @:: Try it again:: (Hailing.wav)

CEO_Reed says:
CMO:  ...if I concentrate, I can hear things 2 or 3 decks away

EnFairday says:
CO: The signal was definately Federation.

CMOCorday says:
CEO: such a talent i'm sure will be very useful on the Scimitar!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SHIP COMES OUT OF WARP NEAR A PLANET....VISIBLE ATMOSPHERIC DISTRUBANCES CAN BE SEEN

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I have a hail .... on screen?

Elint says:
@COMM:Scimitar: Mommy.. Are you here Mooommmyyy :: CRy out loud::

Orion says:
@::smacks Elint:: BOY! i told ye! Dont touch the button!

Cpt_McD says:
::looks up at the speaker again::

CMOCorday says:
::the physical continues and is over soon::

Elint says:
@ORion: Ouch..

Orion says:
@::takes out a small hand phaser and shoots the console::

CSLLongly says:
::;hears the child again::

CMOCorday says:
CEO: there we are ensign, that was'nt so bad now was it.  You  may retur to duty

CEO_Reed says:
CMO:  Are we finished?

EnFairday says:
::Checks database::  Longly: I don't have a crew manifest for the shuttle, just that five people were supposed to be aboard.

Cpt_McD says:
::motions to keep the input on mute:: Romeo, is that a Federation signal?

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Establishing standard orbit Sir ....

Orion says:
@Elint:LIsten, you listen to me, don't touch anything! you wanna get us killed??

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Could the child be from the planet and there are planet natives on the shuttle?

Elint says:
@Orion: But I want my MOMMY !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :: CRY Louder ::

FCO_Jane says:
::wishes there was an XO to take the pressure of the hard-pressed Captain with the headache::

EnFairday says:
CO: Yessir, I cross-checked and double-checked, and triple-checked its Federation.

CEO_Reed ::goes back to engineering:: (Door Open & Close.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Perhaps they have the crew imprisoned

Orion says:
@Elint:There ain't a thing we can do about that, the people who shot us are the one comming back, do you want them to kill us to?

CMOCorday says:
::goes to his office and completes the report on ensign Reed!::

EnFairday says:
Longly: I have no clue.  I just give you what the sensors are giving me.. and that ain't much.

Elint says:
@Orion: Why don't we wake up Dad.. he'll call mommy

Orion says:
@Elint:Besides, daddy adn mommy are asleep, they can't help you now

CSLLongly says:
::moves over to a spare console and scan s the planet:::

Orion says:
@Elint:No Elint, Daddy is sleeping for a long time now

Elint says:
@Orion: Why don't we wake them up.. ?

CEO_Reed says:
Williams:  Okay, you can go back to the diagnostics.  I'll take over here.

Host Cpt_McD says:
Longly: Care to give some insight Daria?

EnFairday says:
CO: The atmospheric interference is making it very hard to locate the shuttle.

Orion says:
@Elint:We can't, he is in a very deep sleep, nothing can wake him up

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I feel that there must have been a family on that shuttle...maybe the parents are dead or injured

FCO_Jane says:
::puzzled about the CO not answering ... he must be thinking deeply ... decides to repeat:: CO:: Sir .... Do you want the hail on screen Sir?  I can do it if you wish

Elint says:
@Orion: Oh.. :: CRY EVEN LOUDER:: I WANT MOMMY THAN... !!!!

FCO_Jane says:
::puts it on screen anyway::

Elint says:
@:: Start Pushing every button on the console ::

Orion says:
@Elint:Stop your crine!! Mommy's asleep too!

Host Cpt_McD says:
::screen contorts with its usual holomatrix startup sequence::

CSLLongly says:
:::scans the shuttle::: picks up 2 lifesigns:::

Elint says:
@:: Touch another Yellow button.. Image on screen appear but not clear ::

CMOCorday says:
::completes the report and has nothing else to do.  So he decides to go up to the bridge::

Elint  (Hailing.wav)

CMOCorday says:
::exits SB, for TL::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I am getting two lifesigns from the shuttle

Elint says:
@:: Turn to Screen.. :: ALL: TV !!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
::enters TL, for bridge::  COmputer:  bridge

Orion says:
@::smacks elint again:: Thats not TV::turns it off::

EnFairday says:
::the Science console flickers briefly and suffers a mild explosion::

FCO_Jane says:
Fairday:: I get a picture of a planet devoid of atmosphere ... but these children are there ...

CSLLongly ::fiddles with the console once more  focusing in on the shuttle :: (Console 5.wav)

EnFairday says:
::shields self from the sparks::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: I believe they are in the shuttle

Elint says:
@:: CRY Even louder:: Orion: WOUYN !!!!!! I WANT TV NOW!!!!!!!

EnFairday says:
Oh bloody Wonderful... I knew I should have repaired it myself...

Elint says:
@:: Start Jumping on the groound ::

Host Cpt_McD says:
::looks at the screen, then turns back to Fairday:: Is it me, or is your console prone to explosions?

Orion says:
@Elint:Stop ye crine! Ye kinne watch the tele! its broken!

CSLLongly says:
:::tries to lock on to the lifesigns biosignals:::

CMOCorday says:
::arrives on the bridge, to be greeted with smoke from the odd expoloding consol, lots of flickering lights and wonders what is going on::

EnFairday says:
Jane: Look at the planet.. ::Points to the atmospheric disturbances:: doesn't look like its devoid of atmospher.

CMOCorday says:
::moves over to longly: longly: report please counsillor

FCO_Jane says:
::wonders where the OPS man is .... crosslinks ops to helm::

EnFairday says:
CO: Not since we got banged up...

Elint says:
@Orion: OUAAAAAANNNN !!! I want  TV NOW !!!!!!!!!

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: I almost have a lock on the children but I keep losing it in the atmospheric disturbance

CSLLongly says:
*CMO* Yes Dr. What can I do for you?

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Sir ... if you think it advisable ... I could get a lock on them and beam ... but if they are pre-federation, what about the prime directive?

CMOCorday says:
Longly: what is going on  ?

EnFairday says:
::Kicks the console and it begins working again::  Console:  I'll deal with you later.

Orion says:
@::beats Elint some more:: Ye kinna watch the Tele! its broken, we have to wait to the star people come adn get us out, ye heah?

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: The transporter has overloaded and shorted out the whole system

CEO_Reed says:
::goes to replicator:: Computer: roktajino

Host Cpt_McD says:
Well...

FCO_Jane says:
::frowns at the Science Officer using violence towards an inoffensive console::

CSLLongly says:
*Eng* The whole transporter system has just been shorted out..get someone on it, NOW

Elint says:
@Orion: I don't want STAR PEOPLE!!!!!!! AAAAAAAAA!!!!! I want mommy or Grandmommy! :: Go runs and hide somewhere ::

CMOCorday says:
::turns to captain:: CO: a shuttlecraft?

Host Cpt_McD says:
No, no beamout right now. I'm not about to be a Kirkish captain.

Orion says:
@Elint:ELINT!!::decides to let him run off::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: If no transport possible, perhaps a shuttle?

CSLLongly says:
*Eng Reed:* Do you read me?

Elint says:
@:: Go near Daddy and mommy.. try to woke them up:: Mommy,Daddy: HELLO!!!! Wake up !

CEO_Reed says:
::does a spit-take:: *CSL*  I'll get right on it.

CSLLongly  (Hailing.wav)

Elint says:
@Mommy, Daddy: Wake up NOW! NOW NOW !

Host Cpt_McD says:
Possibly, but again. We don't know if the shuttle crew was simply an under-educated bunch, or if these are the natives fiddling with a downed shuttle.

CSLLongly says:
Reed: Thank you and report as soon as you have something on it

Elint says:
@:: See a gold sign on Daddy's cloths, pick it up ::

CEO_Reed says:
::quickly moves to transporter control and runs a diagnostic::

Elint says:
@:: Take it and go cry in a corner::

FCO_Jane says:
All on bridge:: It sounds to me like a couple of kids whose parents are unconscious or worse .... we should at least try to find out

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Since you have Ops slaved can you lock onto the signals of the children yet?

CMOCorday says:
anyone: has the shuttle been confirmed federation?

FCO_Jane says:
Cnslr:: Yes ... I have a lock but the transporters are out .... I believe a shuttle would answer our purpose

EnFairday says:
CO: I could dress in Civies and beam down near the shuttle and see who is in it... the inhabitants are Humanoid... hey just have a bunch of ridges on their backs... so I could get by if I was spotted...

Elint says:
@:: Know'S that Daddy and mommy will never wake up now.. ::

CSLLongly says:
*CMO* Yes it is a Federation Shuttle

FCO_Jane says:
::thinks that Fairday's idea is good::

Elint says:
@:: Cry Even Louder ::

EnFairday says:
CO: And I believe I'm the only one qualified in Xeno-Relations.

Elint says:
@:: Play with the golden thing ::

CSLLongly says:
Reed: How are you coming on the transporter system?

Orion says:
@::calling out:: FOR HEAVSN SAKE ELINT!! SHUT UP!!!!!

EnFairday says:
::Hopes the CO doesn't check his record and just finds it was Xeno-Biology, and Xeno-Microbiology::

FCO_Jane says:
Fairday::can you pilot a shuttle Romeo?  I am an A1 pilot :)

CSLLongly says:
*Reed* (sorry should have read **)

Elint says:
@Orion: OKAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYY LEAVE ME ALONE !

CMOCorday says:
All: regardless of whose in the shuttle, we have to get it back

CEO_Reed says:
*Capt* I hate giving bad news, but it looks as if the transporter systems will need a good week's repair.  Do you want me to see if I can get just one up and running?

CSLLongly says:
Dr: I didn't see you there, my apologies

Elint says:
@:: Hide in a corner and play with Gold thing ::

Elint  (CommBadge.wav)

CMOCorday says:
CMO: oh don't worry, i am inconspicuous

EnFairday says:
Jane: I can pilot a shuttle... but can you drive a combine?

Elint says:
@:: Hears Strange sound ::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: As soon as the disturbance clears up a bit should we send a shuttle

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: As senior on the bridge excepting your goodself, I suggest an AT ... Fairday and Lt. Longly

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I am prepared to pilot them ... but I understand Daria can fly things pretty well

Elint says:
@:: Look likes a Starship.. keep crying but plays with it.. :: Aloud: STAR SHIP and Star People.. I DON'T WANT TO SEE THEM ANYMORE

CSLLongly says:
FCO: That's true :::smiles:::

Elint says:
@:: Play with Gold thing Again ::

Elint  (CommBadge.wav)

Elint  (CommBadge.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Time may be of the essence for the children or their parents but I think we need to get a break in this disturbance first

Elint says:
@*Scimitar*: Star People are a bunch of Trouble Makers I HATE STAR PEOPLE!!!!

CSLLongly says:
::;scans the storm conditions:::

FCO_Jane says:
Longly, Fairday:: Take the shuttle prepped .... number 3 .... it seems to be the best available ... main shuttle bay

Orion says:
@::sitting in corner with had phaser in hand set on stun level 1::

Elint says:
@:: Throw the Gold Thing away :: *Scimitar* All I want is Mommy and my Daddy back..

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: I guess we go, storm or no storm...ready?

FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: And make sure you are armed ....

EnFairday says:
::Looks at Jane::  Jane: Since when did you get promoted to Captain?

Elint says:
@:: Hear Orion Comming.. Go hide in a corner: *Scimitar*: Orion DOn't hurt me!

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Jane, always on an AT :)))

Orion says:
@Elint:Elint, what in Gods name are ye doin now??

FCO_Jane says:
*Shuttlebay* Ensure shuttle Devilon is ready to depart ... advise me when to open the shuttlebay doors please

Elint says:
@*Scimiar*: Nothing.. I'm ... I'm looking at the wall..see..

CSLLongly says:
Fairday: Ready?  We can do this

Host Cpt_McD says:
::looks around:: Is that an open comm badge?

Elint says:
@*Scimitar*Orion: NOW LEAVE ME ALONE OR I'LL PUNCH YOU !

FCO_Jane says:
::sees the CO in a dream ..... but he does not contradict her orders so she is happy with that::

EnFairday says:
Longly: You guys forgetting that the Captain has to tell us to go?

Elint says:
@:: Run Into a  other Corners and sit down ::

Orion says:
@Elint:Don't you talk like that tae me !!

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Longly and Fairday will take a shuttle unless you countermand my decision

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Do you concur that Fairday and I should take a shuttle down to the surface now?

Host Cpt_McD says:
Yes.

CSLLongly says:
Fairday:  let's go then

Elint says:
@:: CRY  AGAIN:: *Scimitar*:Orion: Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.. YOu don't like me !!!!!!! YAAAAAAAAAAAA

EnFairday says:
::Shakes head at what just transpired::

Host Cpt_McD says:
And there seems to be an open comm badge. Follow its signal.

CSLLongly says:
::::heads for the TL to Shuttle Bay 3::::

EnFairday says:
Longly: Aye.. ::Follows Longly into TL::

CMOCorday says:
CO: shall i assume mr faridays position whiles he's on AT?

Host Cpt_McD says:
Corday: If you feel up to the task Doc.

FCO_Jane says:
::pleased that the CO has authorised her taking bridge command while he was dreaming::

CSLLongly  (TurboLift.wav)

Elint says:
@:: Stay in corner in keep Crying ::

CMOCorday says:
CO:  Offcourse.

CSLLongly says:
:::exits at shuttle bay three to enter the shuttle Devilon, with Fairday at her side:::

FCO_Jane says:
*Shuttlebay* Advise me when the shuttle is ready to depart

EnFairday says:
::In TL:: Computer, Civilian clothing for the planet below, replicated to Shuttlebay 3

Orion says:
@::figures its hopeless to argue with Elint and falls asleep in the other corner::

CSLLongly says:
Fairday:  Okay lets do this

EnFairday says:
::Grabs Clothing from replicator as he heads to the shuttle::

CSLLongly says:
:::enters the shuttle Devilon and readies for departure:::

CMOCorday says:
::assumes the science station, and thinks, this is'nt bad, starts to familiarise himself with the way fariday has the consol set up::

EnFairday says:
Longly: Sure.. ::Hands Longly her costume::

CSLLongly says:
Fairday:  Hold on this is going to be a bumpy ride

FCO_Jane says:
::grins at the CMO having fun with a new area::

EnFairday says:
::In the back of the shuttle getting dressed::

Elint says:
@:: wait that Orion is away and go play with the Gold thing again :: *SCIMITAR*: VrOUUMMM !

Host Cpt_McD says:
::hits a button, setting off some warning signals at the comm badge::

CSLLongly says:
:::quickly gets into the costume and back into the flight seat:::

FCO_Jane says:
<Shuttlebay Ensign>*Open shuttlebay doors please Bridge:

FCO_Jane says:
::opens shuttlebay doors::

Elint says:
@:: Hears Sound comming Off of GOLD THING :: *Scimitar*:: AH !!!!!

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: We are ready to depart

EnFairday says:
::Looks at clothing:: Reminds me of the waiters we had to where when cleaning the stables.

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: shuttle ready to depart I think

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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